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CHAIRMAN’S
REPORT
As a result of the
change in Scottish
Gymnastics
financial year,
this report covers
a shorter than
normal period of
nine months from
July 2013 through
to the end of
March 2014. Whilst
much progress has
been made, it is
however a period
which has not been
without difficulty,
specifically in
delivering the
changes needed to
continue to move
the Association
forward.

Certain proposals to update aspects of governance and process were
delayed by poor attendance at last year’s AGM, with the meeting failing
to achieve a quorum. A subsequent EGM in April was arranged and
the membership approved the adoption of new and legally compliant
Articles of Association. In addition, an increase in membership fees
for the first time in five years was approved and this now means that
gymnasts and coaches in all parts of the UK will pay the same level of
fee for membership of their governing body.
We continue to develop our relationship with British Gymnastics, and
subject to agreement of final commercial terms, we hope to be able to
deliver a dual membership scheme which would become active in April
2015. This will allow a period for system integration out-with the peak
membership renewal time and a gradual implementation of BG service
provision in appropriate areas. Our target is to have the agreement in
place before the end of September 2014 and be able to signpost a clear
programme of implementation at that time. This may include a number
of pilot projects which some of our clubs may wish to participate in.
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A strong focus on club development and investment over

sunny weather. With Scottish sport as a whole enjoying

the past year, has resulted in five of our clubs securing

record breaking results, Scottish gymnast’s delivered

sportscotland, Direct Club Investment (DCI) funding.

unprecedented success, winning a total of five medals.

Congratulations to those who have been successful and
hopefully we will have many more in the future. A further
focus over the period was the planning and preparation for
our first Club Management Development course. The five
day residential course was delivered in partnership with
sportscotland and the Club Managers Association of Europe.
Utilising funding support form Best International the first
course took place in May this year. Feedback has been very
positive and moving forward, we hope to be able to deliver the
course to benefit as many clubs as possible, subject to some
minor enhancements on format and content.

For the first time, Gymnastics was included in a home
Commonwealth Games and the crowd within the SSE Hydro
gave all of our gymnasts an unbelievable level of support.
A first ever team medal was followed by a first all-around
medal with two gold medals and a bronze in individual
apparatus competitions following on the last two days. The
total of five medals was more than the total of all previous
Commonwealth Games combined and this success, at a
major multi-sport event will surely enhance the profile
of gymnastics in Scotland to a previously unimagined
level. Congratulations to all of those who participated in

In August 2013, Scottish Gymnastics commenced with the

the Games in whatever capacity, it was a truly memorable

consultation on our new strategic direction. Twelve months

experience for all those involved.

and just as many consultation workshops later, we are now
ready to launch the new strategy. Planning for the long term
is at the heart of the strategy, and there is a firm commitment
from Scottish Gymnastics on helping our clubs to achieve
their ambitions. More direct support for our gymnasts,
coaches and officials in their development is central to this
new approach which will set out a framework for delivery,
staged over a twelve year time frame. sportscotland is

Looking forward to the next membership year we also
welcome the arrival of a new CEO. Euan Lowe, currently
with sportscotland, will start with Scottish Gymnastics on 1st
September and the Board look forward to working with Euan.
With a new strategy to deliver and the 2015 Artistic World
Championship in Glasgow just around the corner, I’m sure
there will be plenty to keep Euan busy as he takes up the role.

supportive of this long term approach, which will be divided

When one chapter opens however, it does mean that another is

into three seamless four year operational plans and we look

closing. Brian Samson took up the post of interim CEO in May

forward to working in partnership with all of our stakeholders

2013, for an original four month period, and will leave us at the

in the delivery of the strategy. This will see our future

end of September this year, to allow for a period of handover

financial investment in pathway development delivered more

with Euan. Much has been achieved under Brian’s direction,

locally with a direct impact on many more clubs.

at times in some difficult circumstances. So on behalf of the

Whilst not formally part of this review period, it would be
difficult not to mention the outstanding success of Glasgow
2014. The past summer will long be remembered by the
people of Scotland as our most successful Commonwealth
Games ever. The largest multi-sport event outside the

Board, staff and all of the members of Scottish Gymnastics, I
would like to record our thanks to Brian, not just for his effort
and dedication, but also for the manner in which he has led our
staff and represented our Association throughout his tenure,
and we wish him all the best in his retirement.

Olympics arrived in Glasgow in July and visitors from

Scott Harper

around the globe benefited from unusually warm and

Chairman
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CEO’S
REPORT
Since our move to the new office in
South Gyle, it is fair to say that the
pace of change has accelerated
since last year’s report!
As an organisation, we have not only consolidated the
changes made previously but continued to work hard
at evolving our planning and delivery while ensuring
we delivered all our departmental programmes and
imperatives. I would pay particular tribute to the staff who
have worked tirelessly in what has been a very demanding
time to deliver for you the members and your Board.
I would also like to thank the staff who have left us during
the year to move on to fresh challenges - Joanne Young and
Marion McKay. Their individual contributions and commitment
were valued and greatly appreciated.
As an organisation, our key achievements include developing
our new 12 year strategy, planning, consulting and laying the
foundations of the new programmes to deliver it, the build
up to the Commonwealth Games including hosting both the
Commonwealth Invitational and Celtic Cup and recruiting
new staff, most notably our two new Head of departments
– Sam Langstaff and Steve Paige. The excellent work
summarised in the other sections of the report gives a real
sense of the breadth and depth of what has been achieved by
the staff in partnership with the hard work of our Panels and
all our other volunteers.

The workshops that were conducted for the strategy were
particularly valuable. These ensured the key concerns
and challenges identified by the coaches, club officials
and individual disciplines were expressed and more
importantly addressed in the new strategy. They also
provided a series of opportunities to bring the whole sport
together and appreciate and understand the challenges
faced at every level and in every geographical area.
Looking ahead, the clear challenge to be addressed over
the next four years for the sport is that the Board and staff
in partnership with the whole membership have to develop
plans, programmes and a staffing structure that will deliver
for our key priorities – the gymnasts, the coaches and the
clubs. I am confident that the foundations have been laid and
that our sport will continue to go from strength to strength.
In closing I would like to thank you all for your support
and encouragement during my time with Scottish
Gymnastics as your CEO. It has been challenging,
productive and demanding in equal measure - but above
all enjoyable. We have achieved much in a relatively short
time and I know my successor, Euan Lowe who starts on
1 September will do a great job.
Brian Samson
CEO
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Louise McColgan
(Largs GC)
2013 British Espoir
Championships
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INTERNATIONAL PROFILE
This year Scottish performance gymnasts continued to excel on the
international stage by building on the platform established by the
2012 London Olympics.
All of our gymnasts working towards

Scotland’s success on the world stage

Erin McLachlan won gold on beam,

the 2014 Glasgow Commonwealth

continued when trampolinist Pamela

silver on floor, bronze on vault, and

Games intensified their training and

Clark was chosen to represent Great

Emma White won bronze on A Bars.

commitment to give themselves the

Britain at the 22nd World Age Group

These results provided a real indication

best opportunity of being selected for

Championships in November 2013

of what the teams might achieve at the

the team. In other disciplines and age

in Sofia, Bulgaria. Pamela delivered

Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games.

group squads the impact of the Games

a world class performance which

motivated our gymnasts to raise their

achieved an outstanding second place

performances to new levels.

replicating the best ever age-group

The first competition after the summer

performance for any Scottish gymnast.

of 2013 was the UK School Games held
in Sheffield. The Games provide an
excellent opportunity for gymnasts to
test themselves against some of the
best young gymnasts in Britain. The

This reflects her considerable potential
as she continues to work hard to
compete at senior level for a place
on the Great Britain team and to put
herself in contention for the Olympics

performance of the Scottish gymnasts

in Rio.

was first class with both men’s and

November also provided further

women’s gymnasts achieving success.
The Scottish men’s team won silver,
beating Wales by 3 marks. Daniel
Iley took silver medal on vault in the
individual apparatus finals and Jamie
Carpenter took silver on high bar. The
women won team bronze with Erin
McLachlan winning a silver medal on
floor.

success for Scotland’s men’s and
women’s artistic gymnasts at the 2013
Northern European Championships,
hosted in Lisburn, Northern Ireland.
The teams won 13 medals across the
competition: a best ever for Scotland
in the history of this competition. The
men and women’s team both won
silver which demonstrated the strength

Daniel Purvis completed a successful
2013 in December at the Glasgow World
Cup once again hosted in the Emirates
Arena, Glasgow. He was selected to
compete against eight of the world’s
best gymnasts and achieved a silver
medal in the All-Around competition.
A brilliant floor routine earned him the
highest score of 15.433 but Purvis was
beaten to the All-Around title by Oleg
Verniaiev of Ukraine.
After podium success earlier in
the year at the Ciudad III Granada
tournament Spain, Scottish Acrobatic
gymnasts continued their strong form
to successfully retain the Celtic Cup
title for the second year in a row in
front of a home crowd at Ravenscraig
sports facility.

In October 2013, Daniel Purvis was

of the team across all of the apparatus.

Overall this was an extremely

selected to compete at the World

Liam Davie won gold on high bar and

successful nine month period for our

Artistic Gymnastics Championships

Daniel Keatings won silver on pommel

top performers as they continued to

hosted in Antwerp. Daniel once again

at his first competition back doing new

achieve exceptional results on the

proved he is one of the world’s best

routines after a period of injury. On the

international stage. This demonstrates

artistic gymnasts achieving a 7th place

women’s team, Amy Regan came joint

the hard work of their coaches and the

finish in the All-Around competition

1st All-Around with a score of 52.6, a

dedication by the gymnasts themselves

with a score of 88.106. An outstanding

personal best. Amy also won gold on

to strive for more challenging difficulty

achievement.

vault, gold on floor and silver on beam.

in their routines and pursue perfection
of execution.
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Performance Programme
sportscotland Institute of sport
In this all important fourth year of the Commonwealth
Games cycle, the Institute of Sport has continued to provide
excellent support for gymnasts across the Games disciplines
in preparation for the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games.
Over the four year cycle leading up to the Games, the Mission
2014 joint meetings were invaluable in tracking progress and
predicting competition and Games results.
With a total of 19 gymnasts across the Rhythmic, Men’s, and Women’s Artistic programme the service
providers worked closely with performers and coaches alike to give them every opportunity to compete with
distinction at the Games and on the international stage.
Close collaboration between the coaches and Institute of staff has revolved around a special project called
RPE: Rate of Perceived Exertion. A new online diary has been produced to measure the intensity at which the
gymnasts perceive they are training. This gives qualitative data back to service providers and coaches who
can amend training accordingly to ensure there is no over-training and to prevent injuries.
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Performance Squads
Men’s Artistic

Women’s Artistic

At the under 14 level Ben Johnson, Lothian/Lasswade

There have been a number of real positives for Women’s

GC (now a member of West Lothian GC) was confirmed

Artistic squad members this year, Louise McColgan

as a British Squad member for 2014. Ben placed 4th in

(Largs GC) has been selected for the British Gymnastics

the All-Around at the British Grades Level 1 competition,

Espoir Squad – an outstanding achievement. Anna

and there were notable achievements also for Lothian/

Hollins and Lauren McCormack have been selected

Lasswade GC club mates Rory Smith and Khyzaymah

for the British Gymnastics Home Nations Development

Saddique in the Elite Grades Level 2 competition, placing

Squad after a successful year competing at Level 3.

6th and 8th respectively. In addition, the 2014 British

Both girls finished top ten at British Voluntary Level

Under 14 and Under 12 Championships were held in

Finals. Scottish Gymnastics currently has its highest ever

Glasgow at the Emirates Arena with positive results from

number of Women’s Artistic British squad gymnasts.

a number of the Scottish competitors.

Woman’s Artistic continued its National Squad

Members of the Men’s Artistic national programme

Performance and Potential Programme at Inverclyde and

have continued to make good progress. The system

moved from a six month July to December programme

that has been established has our senior men training

to a yearly Jan – Dec programme to align with the British

alongside our upcoming juniors which has accelerated

calendar. The squad sessions were organised by Tracy

collaboration and performance development. With the

Rea, Head of Performance, Gemma Burrows, Talent

2014 Commonwealth Games on the horizon the number

Development Coach and Daniela Nanova, National

of senior gymnasts vying for a team place was strong

Choreographer. The squads comprised:

throughout the year.
In March 2014 Gheorge Predescu was contracted parttime as the Men’s Artistic National Coach to lead national
squad training where his considerable expertise and

Performance Squad – 14 gymnasts (10 seniors,
1 junior, 3 espoirs) / 7 clubs
Potential Squad – 14 gymnasts / 7 clubs

wealth of technical knowledge was used to develop

There have been a number of guest coaches in

and educate the coaches working with gymnasts in the

attendance at the squad training weekends throughout

programme. This in turn will be disseminated back into

the year. They have provided development, collaboration,

the club environment to develop all coaches and gymnasts

motivation and education for both gymnasts and their

who are working further down the performance pathway.

coaches. The British Gymnastics National Coach
Nick Ruddock attended 2 squad weekends in July and
September 2013 to support the Potential Squad and
work with the coaches. Jody Kime (City of Birmingham)
attended the November residential squad weekend. Colin
Still who is also a British Gymnastics National Coach
attended the National squad weekend in March 2014 to
follow up the work that Nick had led previously.
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Rhythmic
The Performance Squad gymnasts Lauren Brash (West Lothian), Rebecca Bee (Beacon) and Vicky Clow (Pentland) were
coached along with the Potential Squad of 8 gymnasts at monthly squad weekends by Marion Sands, National Coach.
Both squads trained at Fife Technical College as they prepared for national and international competition including the
Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games.
The Performance squad competed in the Home Nations competition which was held in Gibraltar in November 2013 and
the National competition programme. The results of both squads improved steadily throughout the competition year.
Rhythmic gymnastics in Scotland has continued to align more closely with the British Gymnastics performance
pathway which has a focus on group competition leading up to the 2016 Rio Olympics. Lauren Brash was selected for
the British Senior Squad at the start of 2014 – a great achievement for her and for the performance development level
of Rhythmic Gymnastics in Scotland
Pentland Rhythmic GC was the first Scottish club to enter a National Group competition. The Pentland group came 6th
in the Junior Group League and 8th in the British Junior Group Championships.
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Acrobatic

Teamgym

The 2013 / 2014 Acrobatic Performance Squads (National

The Northern Qualifier tournament held at Meadowbank

A&B have seen the introduction of a restructured squad

in March 2014, saw the highest number of Scottish teams

programme, led by Suzanne Fraser with Dominic Young

qualify for the British Teamgym Championships against

as assistant coach. Fiona Fyfe completes the trio as

opposition from all over the UK in their respective age

Preparatory Squad coach. National Squad training runs

groups. Saltire Teamgym senior women placed first,

approx 6 times per year, (approximately once every 2

primary boys achieved silver and junior national girls took

months) and is supported by Matei Todorov, ex-British

bronze – a great achievement for the club.

Gymnastics National Coach. Early 2014 also welcomed
a visit from Toshko Pavlov, British National Coach. This
was a very special occasion as it was the first time
Toshko has visited and observed the Scottish Squads.

A successful week-long summer camp was held at
the McTaggart Centre in July 2013 which focused on
developing performance and coaching expertise. Jimmy
Eskedt, the Swedish National Coach, delivered specialist

The introduction of the Preparatory Squad this year has

workshops as well as delivering modules to the three

been particularly successful. For the first time acrobatics

coaches who took their HPC qualification at the same

at a lower level has now been incorporated into the

time. Approximately 110 gymnasts, 30 coaches and 8

performance programme and allowed for the earlier

clubs from all over the UK attended the camp.

identification and development of Scotland’s youngest
talent. This has since been reviewed and in 2014/15
this section will now operate as the C squad and will
include Grades 2-4 to allow for a smoother transition for
gymnasts preparing for B squad.

Trampoline
Pamela Clark continues to make excellent progress she
is now part of the senior Great Britain trampoline squad.
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Judging Development
As part of the Glasgow 2014 Legacy Programme, Scottish
Gymnastics focussed on developing our high level judges
by providing opportunities to attend international
competitions, renew their qualification or achieve a higher
level of qualification.
For example, a number of Men’s and Women’s Artistic judges attended the 2013 World Artistic Gymnastics
Championships in Antwerp to observe and practice scoring as part of the programme. 6 Brevet Judges requalified on the new code, and 4 judges progressed from National to Brevet level.
The Federation Internationale Gymnastique (FIG) IRCOS system was purchased which allows access to all
videos from 2012 Olympic Games and World Championships. The IRCOS system proved a useful and highly
effective tool for judge development and one which can continue to be utilised after the games.
Congratulations go to Andrew Webb, Clare McAneney, Pauline Smith and Denise Woolf who have been
selected for the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow.
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Performance Coach
Development
Scottish Gymnastics continues
to focus on improving the
development of our performance
coaches by delivering
programmes and initiatives to
improve the quality and increase
the numbers available for our
clubs.
Coaching Matters

Coach Potentials

Thanks to sportscotland’s Coaching Matters programme,

There were seven coaches from the Commonwealth

national squad members and their coaches used the

Games disciplines on the Coach Potentials programme

Chimp Management model throughout 2013. Chimp

which was funded by sportscotland. It was established to

Management - established by Dr Steve Peters the

help the professional development of identified coaches.

internationally renowned sports psychologist - is a

The coaches were given opportunities to attend the British

practical way of understanding the complex mental

Championships and visit other clubs and their coaches

pressures and challenges faced by performers. The

across the UK to develop their knowledge/technical

coaches used Chimp Management to help the individual

expertise within their discipline. The programme helped

gymnasts create the best possible mind-set during

Becki Campbell to be selected by British Gymnastics to

training and competition to ensure they achieved their

attend the Triennia UEG Camp in Italy under the guidance

performance potential.

of Nick Ruddock the BG Women’s Artistic National Coach.

Club Futures
The Club Futures programme was established to work
with coaches in clubs to increase their knowledge and
expertise of the British Gymnastics grades pathway.
This was delivered by the Talent Development coaches
and involved more than 10 clubs and their coaches. The
programme enabled the clubs to prepare gymnasts to
enter the pathway and to be able to compete in national
club grade competitions.

15

Gymnast from
West Lothian
Artistic GC
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Club Development
The team of regional development managers experienced a period
of change as Scottish Gymnastics re-structured. Steven Maloney,
Sarah Logan and Tony McNicoll were joined by Sonny Rhind who was
seconded by High Life Highland to accelerate the development of
gymnastics in the highlands and islands.
Gymnastics Development - Regional Analysis

KEY
Clubs
Members

DEDICATED GYMNASTICS FACILITIES
≤ 12 months

3 - 5 years

≤ 3 years

5 years ≥

DIRECT CLUB INVESTMENT
Successful direct club investment application
NUMBER OF MEMBERS PER REGION
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The Regional Development Team focused on working with
clubs to help them address their governance, management,

Direct Club Investment
Direct club investment or DCI is a sportscotland

business planning and facility challenges. The other priority

investment programme that is designed to help clubs with

was to continue to help clubs develop their partnerships

ambition. It focuses on helping clubs to professionalise

with local authority Active Schools and Sports Development

their coaching infrastructure by delivering on two key

teams. Improving these links helps build the pathway for

outcomes:

young people from pre-school and recreational classes
through to club gymnastics. The team also plays an
important role to help clubs access the courses provided by
the Association’s Education and Ethics and Welfare teams.
The key highlights are:

Growing their club membership
Growing the number of clubs that provide the correct
environment to develop athletes to performance levels.
The Development Team supported a number of clubs to
apply for this new funding stream and to date £110,000 will

Supported 12 clubs to change legal structures and

be invested in projects with a number of other applications

become more business-oriented.

awaiting decisions.

Provided support to 6 clubs to create business plans
and financial projections for growth and development
of club and facilities.
Assisted 6 clubs to establish or plan the imminent
opening of their own dedicated gymnastics facilities.
Provided support and guidance for £100k of funding
applications for clubs - this funding enabled clubs to
purchase more equipment and increase the number of

Club Managers Course
Two of our Regional Development Managers attended the
Clubs Managers Association of Europe’s (CMAE) Level 1
course, which was organised by sportscotland. It was a
5 day residential course which covered all key business
areas for owning and running a club and was delivered to
the delegates by industry leading experts.

classes and disciplines offered.

Developing and professionalising clubs – their personnel

Supported 4 clubs to create additional School “Out

and facilities- is critical to the future development and

Reach” programs.

growth of gymnastics in Scotland. To support ambitious

Provided support and direction to create more

and aspirational clubs, the Development Team, with CMAE,

gymnastics development forums comprising clubs and

will modify the content to meet the needs of gymnastics

local authorities.

clubs and offer this as a residential 5 day course. This

Provided support to support clubs to operate as a multi

represents a significant step towards providing an

discipline club.
Supported the growth of Local Authority festivals
“Gymnastics For All”, this enabled more clubs to
participate in festivals at a local level.

integrated, progressive support system to develop our
clubs and their people.
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Participation
Interest and participation in gymnastics continues to grow buoyed
by the success of Team GB at London 2012 and as excitement builds
for the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games. The number of gymnasts
participating in recreational gymnastics continues to grow year on
year, up from 10,471 in 2012/13 to 10,773 in 2013/14.
Gymfest Perth
Gymfest Perth continues to grow in popularity with 34 teams and over 650 gymnasts taking part from across Scotland.
Gymfest continues to grow year on year and is fundamental to the growth of recreational gymnastics and “Gymnastics
For All” across Scotland. Looking forward, it is hoped that we can capitalise on the legacy of the 2014 Commonwealth
Games and the 2015 World Gymnastics Championships to help sustain further growth in the number of clubs and
gymnasts participating in Gymfest.

Club Development - 2013/14 Statistics
MEMBERSHIP FIGURES

SG REGISTERED CLUBS

There has been 3.5% increase in total membership

The number of official registered clubs has risen by

numbers up from 15,460 in 2012/13 to 16,008 in

three this year to 164.

2013/14.
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CLUB HELPERS

The figures highlight a slight decrease in the
number of registered Club Helpers year on year
from 259 in 2012/13 to 258 in 2013/14.

RECREATIONAL GYMNASTS

COMPETITIVE GYMNASTS

The number of recreational gymnasts continues to

There has been a 9.4% increase in competitive

increase year on year, up from 10,471 in 2012/13 to

gymnasts up from 1.654 in 2012/13 to 1,810 in 2013/14.

10,773 in 2013/14.

20
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Education
Scottish Gymnastics continues to use coach education to make a
real impact on the development of our sport across Scotland.
The Education Team has again worked closely in partnership with
sportscotland and have met or exceeded all but one of the targets
that were agreed.
Course Statistics
Gymnastics courses delivered July 2013 – March 2014
End of year target

Delivered

UKCC L1

15

30

UKCC L2

6

11

L3 Technical Modules

15

12

Level 5

1

1

CPD

6

9

LTC

3

3

Judging

3

8

Investment Targets
Subsidy places have been increased for 2014/2015 to enable more candidates to access subsidy.
End of year target

Delivered

UKCC Level 1
qualifications

225

225

UKCC Level 2
qualifications

100

100
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Scottish Gymnastics in partnership with British Gymnastics

Judging

brought the first ever Teamgym HPC Course to Dundee

As highlighted in the Technical Panel reports, Scottish

in July 2013 providing a platform for 3 Scottish coaches

Gymnastics has successfully worked with all the disciplines

of 8 attendees to develop their coaching ability under the

to roll out the revalidation of their judges to comply with

guidance of International experts from Scandinavia.

current Codes of Points. As part of our annual education

Easter School continues to be a popular Education week,
and ran successfully in April 2014 at Midlothian School
of Gymnastics, Lasswade. The week is organised so that
a number of courses in a number of disciplines can run
simultaneously. Easter School also saw the launch of a new
CPD workshop for Display which was well received and will
be rolled out further in the coming year.

calendar, we will work closely with the Technical Panels
to ensure judge education is provided to meet competition
needs.

Future Development
The Education team is working with British Gymnastics to
organise the first UKCC Level 3 course in Scotland. This
generic theory course will develop the knowledge of new

Scottish Gymnastics in partnership with sportscotland

coaches and enable them to progress towards performance

delivered the ‘Class of 2014’ event as part of legacy funding

coaching and will be a pre-requisite for coaches wishing

attached to the XX Commonwealth Games. This targeted

to progress to Level 4 in their chosen discipline(s). Course

programme supported the education and development

dates will be launched in 2015.

of coaches in the Highlands within the 3 Commonwealth
gymnastics disciplines. By educating the coaches in MAG,
WAG & RHY, this provided relevant support for Highland
clubs to grow in preparation for the bounce of the Games;
52 new qualifications were certified as a result of this
programme.

Quality assurance is essential to achieving a credible and
high quality education programme that meets the needs
of our ever-growing and developing sport and its sporting
workforce (coaches, judges and volunteers). A key focus for
the education team moving forward will be the recruitment
and training of the tutors and assessors who deliver and

SQA certificates for UKCC qualifications have recently been

assess UKCC qualifications, Technical modules and Judging

adapted to reflect multi-disciplined sports; as a result each

qualifications. A new cohort of tutors have been identified

candidate will now receive a certificate for each gymnastics

and are currently going through an individualised training

discipline they are qualified in, from March 2014 onwards.

programme.

september 2013
July 2013

UK School Games success – men’s
team silver, women’s team bronze,
Jamie Carpenter wins silver high bar,
Dan Iley silver vault and Erin McLachlan
silver on floor.

Teamgym Summer Camp held at
McTaggart centre Dundee including

Successful Direct Club Investment

the first ever Teamgym HPC delivered

application - Saltire Teamgym

in Scotland.

successfully receive £24,000 over 3 years
to employ a part-time Coach to establish
activity in three new communities.

august 2013

october 2013


New facility opened - Tumbles
Portobello officially opens in
Edinburgh.

Glasgow 2014 tickets go on sale
– Daniel Keatings poster boy of
ticket launch.
Disabilities Special Olympics
– City of Glasgow gymnasts win 15
gold, 18 silver, 13 bronze medals.

Queens Baton Relay launch - Dan Purvis
and Cara Kennedy help launch Queen’s
Baton Relay from Buckingham Palace.

november 2013

january 2013

New Years Honours - Maggie Bisset
(Meadowbank GC) awarded British
Empire Medal in New Year Honours list
for services to gymnastics.
“Best ever” Northern European
Championships in Lisburn – 13 medals won
in total including, an Individual All-Around
Gold medal for Amy Regan and 2 team
silvers for both the men’s and women’s
teams and 10 more individual medals.

march 2013
2014 Acrobatic Celtic Cup – Scotland
retain the title for the second year in a row
in front of a home crowd.

Trampoline World Age Groups
Bulgaria – Trampoline Gymnast
Pamela Clark wins silver.

Rhythmic Scottish Championships
– Rebecca Bee crowned 2014 senior
rhythmic champion.

Disability British Championships –
Georgia Carslaw & David Rae both win silver
Gymfest Perth – A sell out crowd pack

All-Around at the 2014 Disability Gymnastics

in to Bells Sport Centre, Perth to

Championships at the Echo Arena, Liverpool.

watch Gymfest Perth 2013.

December 2013

february 2013

Best Partnership Scottish Gymnastics sign
sponsorship with leading asset
management group
Best International.

Artistic Scottish Championships
– Dan Purvis and Emma White
crowned 2014 senior All-Around
champions.
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Hannah Collie &
Sileas MacGriogair
(City of Glasgow GC)
2014 British Acrobatic
Championships
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ACROBATIC
2013/14 has been very successful for Acrobatic Gymnastics
in Scotland. We saw a change in the Squad structure, the
inclusion of development clinics open to all gymnasts, a move of
competition venue and of course winning the Celtic Cup for the
second year in succession.
Competitions

Squads

Acrobatic gymnastics in Scotland has gone from

2013/14 saw the introduction of the restructured squad

strength to strength and we have established a

program to include the National A & B and Preparatory

comprehensive competition calendar. As the number of

squads. There have been early successes for the

entries to competitions continues to grow Ravenscraig

restructured squad programme as squad gymnasts

Regional Sports Facility has provided the ideal venue

continue to excel for Scotland on the international stage.

to accommodate the increasing number of gymnasts

In addition, there has been Scottish representation at

participating.

the British FIG & NDP finals in several categories with

We ran the Team and Jumblies competitions together on

gymnasts reaching podium position.

one day in October which was a very successful day of

Testing for National A & B squads have been reformed in

competition.

preparation for 2014/15 and are now more closely aligned

March saw both the 2014 Scottish Acrobatic
Championships and the 2014 Celtic Cup which we
hosted this year. We had the biggest ever entry to
the 2014 Scottish Championships and many of the
winners went on to medal at the British championships.
Scottish gymnasts achieved a third place finish at this
competition - an excellent achievement that highlights
how Acrobatic gymnastics in Scotland has improved over
the years. The second and third placed teams at the
Scottish Championships this year went to a friendly team
competition in Southampton where we achieved third
place.
The 2014 Celtic Cup, which we had the privilege of hosting
this year, was brilliant, a great competition which Scotland
won again for the second year in a row. We look forward to
our sport continuing to grow in numbers and skill level.

with the core principles employed by British Gymnastics
and more specific to the key attributes we desire from
a performance acrobatic gymnast. Year on year the
participation and standard increases across Scotland and
the National Squad must ensure it moves forward in line
with the progression of the sport to identify our future
athletes, coaches and clubs and the creation of an elite
squad.
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Disability
Disability Gymnastics in Scotland continues to progress with
gymnasts excelling at British level. The panel have continued
to work hard this year to develop disability gymnastics across
Scotland. The principal aim of the disability panel is the continued
expansion of this discipline.
Competitions

times British Champion. Ramsay Meiklem finished 5th

As usual our panel organised two main competitions

and Lee Davidson 6th overall. All four gymnasts enjoyed

this year. In October we held the Scottish Voluntaries

the experience of competing in such an amazing arena

Championships prior to the British Disability

on podium with the like of Louis Smith and Max Whitlock.

Championships and in April we included a Beginners’

Such was the level of support for the disabilities gymnasts

Two Piece with the Scottish NDPs, once again enabling

that British Gymnastics have decided to repeat this in

the Scottish gymnasts to qualify for the British NDPs.

2015 where the top disabilities gymnasts will compete for

The number of entries to these competitions remains

individual apparatus medals alongside the top mainstream

consistent, we would welcome more clubs from across

MAG and WAG apparatus specialists.

Scotland to submit entries into our domestic competition
programme.

British Squads

2014 British Championships

Three City of Glasgow Gymnasts have been selected to

Scottish gymnasts continue to perform well at British level.

For the first time Disability gymnastics was included in

represent GB at the Special Olympics European Games in

the British Championships in Liverpool at the Echo Arena

Antwerp in September 2014 - Georgia Carslaw, David Rae

in 2014. The top Scottish senior disability gymnasts

and Ramsay Mieklem resulting from their performances at

selected from the Disability British Championships in 2013

the Special Olympics National Games in Bath 2013.

Lee Davidson, Ramsay Meiklem, David Rae and Georgia
Carslaw were selected to perform. These gymnasts took
part in an All-Around pan-disability demonstration event in
an effort to promote the sport throughout the gymnastics
community. The day was a great success which allowed
1000’s more people to watch these disabilities superstars
either ‘live’ at the competition or through online streaming.
Georgia Carslaw won the girls event managing to beat
the former senior disabilities champion with an amazing
performance. David Rae won the silver All-Around just
narrowly missing out on the gold medal against the eight

Coach Education
The Panel is focussed on increasing the number of
qualified coaches in Disability gymnastics. We are
in the process of setting up an Add-on Disability
gymnastics course and also have three experienced and
knowledgeable coaches aiming to become tutors.
Our thanks go to the coaches and judges for their hard
work and dedication and to Bellahouston Sports Centre for
allowing us to hold our competitions without charge in their
facility.
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Men’s Artistic
Men’s Artistic gymnastics has enjoyed an increase in growth
of competitive members, this will help to feed ongoing success
on the British performance pathway. In March 2014, Scottish
gymnasts secured a total of 4 gold, 5 silvers and 3 bronze medals
at the Senior Men’s British Championships in Liverpool.
Competitions
Progress was made in preparation for the British Grades

The year was rounded off with an extremely

Finals, Team Scotland training sessions were delivered

successful Scottish Championships with the

by the Men’s Artistic Talent Development Coach, Andrew

following Individual All-Around results:

Webb, with valuable support from the Men’s Technical
Panel. An attentive audience of coaches and gymnasts
were taken through recommended behaviours and
procedures to reinforce good practice and effective
performance coaching at the sessions. There was again
an increase in the number of gymnasts selected to
represent Scotland at the British Grades Finals from 19
in 2012 to 25 in 2013 as well as an additional two clubs
gaining selection.
Andrew also worked closely with the Men’s Technical
Panel to ensure a strong competition plan was in place
for 2013 into 2014. With an increase in club participation
and competition entries, partnered with the hard work of
the clubs and the gymnasts’ personal coaches, Scotland
had an increased number of entries into the British
Grade Finals in November 2013. Our top end coaches are
generally focussed on gaining British squad selection for
their gymnasts whilst our domestic competitions have
received a boost as more coaches are engaged in feeding
gymnasts into the pathway.

Level

Gymnast

Club

Senior
Champion

Daniel Purvis

Southport
YMCA

Junior (U18)
Champion

Stephen Tonge

West Lothian
AGC

Youth (U16)
Champion

David Weir

City Of
Glasgow GC

Intermediate
Joshua Lincoln
(U14) Champion

Bury GC

Boys (12)
Champion

West Lothian
AGC

Euan Mclellan
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Squads

Coach & Judge Development

The National Development Programme was launched

The last year has seen closer collaborative working

in 2014 and has had a strong uptake by clubs, with 77

between the Men’s Artistic Technical Panel and the

gymnasts and 24 coaches in attendance represented

Education and Development team to support advancement

from 12 clubs. An open approach has been taken to

of Men’s programme including:

remove barriers to development, encourage greater
collaboration between clubs and coaches and achieve a
wider reach nationally. The main aim of the programme
is to integrate all aspects of coach and gymnast
development in line with the BG Performance Pathway
programme. It is expected to accelerate the expertise
and technical ability of the coaches whilst strengthening
club competition preparation. A series of training camps
were led by Andrew Webb backed by additional follow up
sessions at clubs to incorporate good practice in coaching
by reinforcing sound performance fundamentals and
training attitude.
Our congratulations must go to Ben Johnston on gaining
selection to the British Elite Performance Squad.

Widespread delivery of the Fast Track to MAG Level 1
Module to help increase the number of introductory
level 1 men’s coaches gain recognised qualifications
in clubs and get them onto the coaching pathway.
Courses in 4 regions were held.
Men’s Artistic Level 2 course in Aberdeen & Dundee
has enabled a number of coaches to progress up the
coaching pathway.
Several coach development sessions were run
targeting technical aspects of coaching as well as
physical preparation. These sessions combined with
the ongoing performance development of coaches
within the National Development Programme, is
expected to contribute to improved coaching expertise
in practice on the performance pathway.
Completing revalidation of existing judges in addition to
educating new Judges on the new Cycle Code of Points.
Six judging courses at Club, Regional and National level
were held across the country to support sustainability
and growth in the MAG Judging workforce and continual
education of coaches and disseminating information.
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RHYTHMIC
As preparations progressed towards Glasgow 2014 the Rhythmic
Technical Panel has continued to align its focus more closely with
the British Gymnastics performance pathway and work hard to
support the continued growth of Rhythmic gymnastics in Scotland.
Competitions

As the sport continues to develop a number of Scottish

This year the Rhythmic panel has continued to run a strong

clubs have been encouraged to compete at British

domestic competition programme.

Club level Championships. This year Scotland had

The first competition of this year was the City of Aberdeen
gymnastics competition, which was again extremely well
attended. This was the first competition that we hosted
with group competitors, and there were duets and trios
competing at three levels Novice, Intermediate and
Advanced.

representation at both the Group League Competition and
the Open Apparatus Championships in Walsall, where two
Scottish clubs had a total of nine gymnasts competing.

Development Training
Some younger Scottish gymnasts have attended zone D
training. This is a British Gymnastics initiative, each club

The 2014 Scottish Rhythmic championships were a huge

was able to bring up to six Under 12 gymnasts that they felt

success as preparations continued towards the Glasgow

would benefit from this training accompanied by at least

2014 Commonwealth Games. This was the first year that

one coach. This training did not only benefit the gymnasts

the championships were held at Armadale Community

but also any coaches wishing to progress. Future sessions

Sports Hub, which was well received by both gymnasts

will be used to talent spot young gymnasts with potential.

and coaches alike. Twenty gymnasts competed in the
Intermediate section and fourteen gymnasts in the

Judge Development

Advanced section. The 2014 Scottish Junior Trophy was

Since the new code of points was introduced there have

won by Dilyana Krasteva (West Lothian Rhythmic) and the

been several judges’ courses and although most judges

Senior Champion was Rebecca Bee (Beacon Rhythmic).

have revalidated there are still some coaches that have yet

Early 2014 saw Scotland’s hosting the National Zone D
Grades competition. Fifty one gymnasts took part with
Rebecca Bee and Vicky Clow competing as guests. All
gymnasts passed for national finals and Lauren Brash
qualified for the British Championships to be held in May
at Stoke on Trent.

to qualify. The rhythmic panel are committed to ensuring
as many judges as possible gain a rhythmic qualification at
all levels in Scotland.
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Schools
Our national Floor and Vault finals is the
flagship event on the Scottish Schools gymnastics calendar, the event
continues to grow with 500 gymnasts qualifying via 15 regional heats.
Competitions

Coach / Teacher Development

Judge Development

The Scottish Schools Gymnastics Panel

Over the last year, the Schools Panel
has been working with the Teamgym
Panel to explore how the discipline
might be offered in a schools setting.

There is a continued emphasis on

Many regions have run in-house teacher
training in gymnastics for primary
and / or secondary teachers. The
majority of areas have delivered this
training in conjunction with Gymnastics
Development Officers, Sports
Development and Active Schools teams.
With the advancement of Curriculum
for Excellence, local authorities rely on
Physical Education and Physical Activity
and Sport Excellence (PEPAS) Lead
Champions and Education Scotland
officers to deliver level specific training.

Floor and Vault judging course was

has run three national events this year.
In January, we ran the Scottish Heats
for the British Schools Gymnastics
Association Milano Team Trio and
Floor & Vault competitions. Held at
Buckhaven High School, each of these
competitions, saw pupils qualify to
attend the British Finals in Stoke on
Trent.
James Gillespie’s HS, Craigmount HS
and Perth Academy took part in the
Regional category of the Milano Team
Trio competition – pupils from James
Gillespie’s and Craigmount High School
brought home bronze. In the Floor &

ensuring an increased number
of judges qualified in schools
gymnastics, and this year a further
delivered. Thirty participants passed
and these additional judges will assist
with next year’s competition calendar.
The Scottish Schools panel continues
to have a Scottish representative
on the British Schools Gymnastics
Association attending AGMs and
quarterly committee meetings.

Vault competition, Craigmount HS won
silver with Perth Academy performing
well, finishing 6th overall.

SCOTTISH SCHOOLS FLOOR AND VAULT FINALS RESULTS

In March the 2014 Scottish Schools
National Floor & Vault Finals were
held at Bells Sports Centre. With over
500 pupils qualifying to attend from
15 regional heats, the competition
saw entries in both Primary (Pre-

Pre-Level 1

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

1st

Newington

Townhill

Eastriggs

Eastriggs

2nd

Oakbank

Pennyland

3rd

Noblehill

Tillicoultry

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

1st

Thurso

Lenzie

Perth

2nd

Crieff

Linlithgow

James Gillespies

3rd

Balfron

Alva

Craigmount High

Mary Erskines Mary Erskines
Newington

N/A

Level 1, Level 1, Level 2 & Level 3) and
Secondary (Level 1, Level 2 & Level 3)

Affiliated Schools
This year 108 primary and 77
secondary schools affiliated to Scottish
Gymnastics.
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Teamgym
It has been a really productive year for Teamgym in Scotland. Members
of the Teamgym technical panel have been working hard to maintain
and progress the discipline across the country. Teamgym in Scotland
has received an additional boost in the past year with Scottish Teamgym
technical panel chair Donna Crowther joining the British Gymnastics
technical committee as the National Competition Organiser.
Competitions

Championships in May 2014 qualifying

Coach Development

The Teamgym domestic competition

this year in the three age groups.

The number of coaches qualified in

programme currently sees Teamgym

Saltire boys will compete for the

Teamgym is continuing to increase with

Scotland hosting only two main

honours in the Primary Section, while

courses well attended at Levels 1 and

events each year. The Scottish Open

Saltire girls will compete in the Junior

2 in the past year, along with the HPC

Championships are held each February

and Senior Sections.

course integrated with the Training

and the Technical Panel hosts the
teams to attend British Championships

Teamgym Summer
Training Camp

each March.

The 2013 Training Camp saw the venue

qualification event for North Region

However, Scotland has been invited to
host the North leg of the International
Teamgym Cup for Clubs in May 2014
which will add another event to the
competition calendar.
The Technical Panel is currently
working towards implementing an

move from Meadowmill to the newly
opened McTaggart Gymnastics Facility
in Dundee with almost 60 gymnasts
attending each day being coached
by some of the best UEG recognised
Teamgym coaches.

Laura Campbell from Saltire Team
Gymnastics is the newest Teamgym
tutor to join the existing quota of tutors
for the discipline.

Judge Development
Scotland now has its very own Brevet
Judge in Teamgym - Margaret Kerr
succeeded in qualifying by attending

Jimmy Ekstedt not only led the

the international course and exam in

Camp for both National and Regional

Prague in November 2013.

enhanced competition programme

participants but also tutored a High

to provide additional participation

Performance Coaching course.

opportunities and encourage more

Bringing expertise of this level to

teams to access Teamgym.

Scotland has provided opportunities

2014 British Championships

Camp held in Dundee in July 2013.

particularly for Scottish coaches
and gymnasts to aspire to the

Success is often measured by

Scandinavian roots of the discipline.

consistency of competition results

The gymnast-centered training

and it should be noted that the top

environment working with the

Teamgym Club in Scotland, Saltire

tutors alongside their own coaches

Team Gymnastics, will once again

provided a unique perspective and

travel to the British Gymnastics

understanding of the Teamgym ethos.

Since passing her exam, Margaret has
already been involved in delivering the
Regional Judging revalidation course
in Scotland for Teamgym candidates in
January 2014. Margaret has also been
welcomed onto the British Teamgym
Technical Committee as National
Judging Officer.
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Trampoline
Trampolining in Scotland continues to develop with competition
participation continuing to rise year on year. Trampoline as a
discipline has continued to grow, both in numbers and in the
proficiency of our performers.
Competitions

National Squads

This year the trampoline technical panel have continued
to improve the delivery of the domestic competition
programme. Between July 2013 and March 2014
the Technical Panel has held four Assessment Days,
which also served as qualifiers for this year’s National
Championships. We have continued to enlist the expertise
of Robert Stockwell from GymData to provide automated
scoring during our competitions. In addition we have
now implemented the use of biscuit matting around the
trampolines, primarily for safety but combined with the
screens it gives the gymnasts a competition atmosphere
similar to experienced at British Gymnastics competitions.

Trampoline Gymnastics does not currently operate squads.

The Trampoline competition entries have delivered a 17%
increase in participation year on year.

and assessed by Martin Laws, 10 candidates took part

262 gymnasts qualified for the 2013 National
Championships and so far 33 gymnasts have qualified for
the 2014 National Championships, with competitions in
April and June still to go.

Double Mini Trampoline (DMT)
DMT competitions have continued to increase in popularity.
The competitions were held at Meadowmill, Banchory and
Aberdeen Sports Village to make them more accessible
to clubs across Scotland. The 2013 Nationals and the
January and February competitions in 2014 were held
with trampolining at Bell’s sport centre, Perth.There has
been a 27% increase in DMT competition year on year. 58
gymnasts qualified for the 2013 National Championships
and so far 19 gymnasts have qualified for the 2014 National
Championships, with competitions in May and September
still to go.

However, Pamela Clark, who was a squad member in the
past, represented Great Britain at the World Age Groups
competition in Sofia and won silver - an outstanding
achievement.

Coach Development
There were four level 1 trampoline courses during the last
year, with a total of 44 attendees. There was one level 2
coach course with 9 attendees, and one course for level
3 modules was held with 7 attendees. A Double Mini
Tramp course was held in Aberdeen, tutored by John Wills
successfully in this course.

Judge Development
Trampoline judging in Scotland has been boosted by the
addition of Brian Scott and John Wills as tutors. A Judges
Course was run late last year with 12 candidates for the
Club Judge course and 2 candidates for the County Judge
course. There was also a DMT county judge course with
12 candidates attending at the end of August 2013 - this
was delivered by Peter Heames. In addition to this, British
Gymnastics required judges to revalidate for this cycle and
four short courses were run to give all judges a chance to
attend one - 86 judges revalidated their qualifications.
In the past year Trampoline as a discipline has continued
to grow, both in numbers and in the proficiency of our
performers, we are continually moving forward in terms of
our standing within British Trampolining.
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Women’s Artistic
Women’s Artistic Gymnastics in Scotland has enjoyed a fantastic nine
months of increased participation and competition inspired by the
upcoming Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 2013 saw the introduction
of the Cycle 13 Code of Points, new Compulsory and Voluntary rules
for 9 – 12 year old following the BG Elite pathway.
The Women’s Technical Panel has had a busy nine months updating SG Compulsory and Voluntary level rules, facilitating
the re-validation of our Club and Regional Judges and managing the Domestic Competition calendar which saw another
increase in participation.

Competitions

British & Scottish Championships

There were a number of positive results at the British

The Scottish Championships was another Commonwealth

Gymnastics Age Group Championships, Level 4 Team

Games qualifier with a high number of competitors. The

6th place, Level 3 Team 11th Place. Lauren McCormack

year was rounded off with an extremely successful Scottish

7th All-Around with a combined score of 4th place.

Championships.

Anna Hollins 14th All-Around with a combined score of
10th. Compulsory 3 re-sit was held at the end of the

2014 British Championships

year in December, increasing the number of gymnasts

All of the Scottish gymnasts competed looking

successfully competing in compulsory 3 and moving

for Commonwealth Games scores ahead of the

forward on the performance pathway. The number

Commonwealth Games. Three of the gymnasts finished

of entries to the Compulsory Levels competitions has

in the top twenty, Emma White, Carly Smith and Erin

continued to increase for the past three years. Two

McLachlan. Emma qualified for Vault Final and secured

gymnasts are moving into compulsory level 1: Ellie Russell

the Bronze medal on finals day.

from Lasswade GC and Megan Morrison from Glasgow GC.

Scottish Artistic Championships
All Around Results
Level

Gymnast

Club

Senior
Champion

Emma White

Junior
Champion

Izzy Tolometti

Garioch GC

Espoir
Champion

Louise
McColgan

Largs GC

City of
Birmingham GC

2013 British Espoir Championships
As a first year Espoir, Louise McColgan took 4th all-around
at the British Championships and qualifying for all 4 finals
and in bronze position for both the beam and floor.
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Regional Squads

Judge Development

In 2014 SG has introduced (with support from the WTP)

Following the successful Regional Judge Course held in

a new regional based squad opportunity to align with the

September 2013, the WTP in conjunction with Pauline

changes made to the Performance Pathway Programme

Smith, Regional Judging Officer for BG, held another

in British Gymnastics. The programme will support

well attended course in January 2014 at the Loch Leven

gymnasts that aspire to the Scottish National Team and

Community Campus, Kinross. Pauline along with Kirsty

also assist the coaches in the development of these

Sime, Sinead Lyons, Katrina Harper and Ruth Griffin

gymnasts through the British performance pathway.

tutored the course over two weekends to produce a hugely

Selection for regional squads has seen the introduction of

successful course with 30 candidates passing as Club

skills and physical testing for 2014, testing will take place

Judges on Cycle 13.

mid February.

Scottish judges have been selected for the Glasgow 2014

Regional Advanced Squad – 30 gymnasts

Commonwealth Games, Pauline Smith as a D-Category

(25 In-Age and 5 Out-Age) / 12 clubs

judge; Denise Woolf is an E-category judge and Kirsty Sime

Regional Development Squad – 28 gymnasts / 13 clubs

and Sinead Lyons are National Technical Officials.

Coach Development
British Gymnastics Elite Compulsory Grade Clinic was
held at Lillieshall on November 3rd – Scottish Gymnastics
and many Women’s Artistic clubs were represented at
this clinic where British Gymnastics rolled out the new
Compulsory Elite Grade rules.
The new competition rules, equipment criteria and
judging points were informed and updated by the British
Gymnastics Coaching, Judging and WTC representatives
- Amanda Reddin, Colin Still, Nick Ruddock, Karen Hofen
and Pauline Smith.
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Marketing & Communications
Scottish Gymnastics has continued to strengthen its marketing
and communications activity this year. With the forthcoming
Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games and the 2015 World Gymnastics
Championships coming to Scotland, the decision was taken to
strengthen the marketing function. A new role of marketing and
events co-ordinator was created to support event activity and to
help capitalise on the enhanced marketing and communications
activity during this period.
Membership

Events

Our membership package continues to represent good

Marketing and promotion of Scottish Gymnastics events

value for our members, this year we have delivered

continues to grow and strengthen year on year. For

an enhanced benefits package including discounts for

example, the introduction of online ticketing for our

external partners’ products. As part of our Glasgow 2014

national level events has proved to be popular and has had

marketing activity we used the 2012/2013 membership

a positive impact on event attendances. We have delivered

packs to launch our “Team SG” membership campaign to

a number of notable successes in the past year including

build awareness and excitement for the Games.

a sold out Gymfest Perth 2013, and our “Road to Glasgow

As we work to become a more member-focused
organisation, 2013/14 was the first year that an external

2014” marketing campaign ensured over 1000 tickets were
sold for the 2014 Scottish Artistic Championships.

fulfilment company was used to handle the distribution

As event attendances continue to grow, Scottish

of the 15,500+ membership packs. This ensured that

Gymnastics has also strengthened marketing and

staff time was directed towards programme delivery and

communications activity to react to the growing demand

member support work.

for up to the minute coverage from events. Event delivery
has been supported by the introduction of a media area,
this brings together mainstream media personnel, our
media staff and event photographers. The media centre
has ensured we can provide enhanced coverage of events
across both offline and online media.
Our events have been supported by Gymdata who provide
the live scoring for many of our events, while PSB
photography has provided essential event support to our
marketing and communications team. We would like to
thank them both for their continuing support of our events.
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Media & PR

Scottish Gymnastics.org

Significant progress has been made in the past year to

While Scottish Gymnastics digital presence continues to

increase media exposure and strengthen mainstream

grow, it was recognised that it was essential to develop

media relations, across print, broadcast and online. We

a new website. In November 2013 Board approved

have successfully attracted coverage of many of the

the revamp and re-launch of the website in time for

gymnasts aiming to be selected for Team Scotland at

this summer’s Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games.

Glasgow 2014. This heightened activity resulted in our

The investment further highlights the Association’s

best ever coverage of the 2014 Scottish Artistic Gymnastics

commitment to delivering improved communication to

Championships.

member clubs, coaches, key stakeholder and to enhancing

Digital & Social Media
Digital media continued to be an integral part of Scottish

membership experience. The launch of the website is
scheduled for June 2014.

Gymnastics marketing and communications strategy. Our

Partnerships

following on social media continues to grow with over 6,000

Over the 9 months, the Association has worked hard

people now connecting with Scottish Gymnastics. This

to strengthen our relations with key external partners.

represents a 70% increase in social media over 9 months

We have continued to work closely with Glasgow Life

from the previous year’s total of 3,600. In January 2014 we

and British Gymnastics to support the marketing and

implemented our new social media strategy, ahead of this

communication activity of both the 2013 Glasgow World

summer’s Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games.

Cup (which was a sell out!) and 2015 Glasgow World
Gymnastics Championships. We will continue to develop
these partnerships to maximise promotional and PR
opportunities to further enhance the profile of Scottish
gymnasts.
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Sponsorship
In October 2013 Scottish Gymnastics signed a sponsorship agreement
with leading international group Best International to manage all
our travel and accommodation requirements.
We work with Best Travel, one of the Group companies. In addition, Best International has agreed to provide expertise and
support across a number of Scottish Gymnastics business areas which we will be developing. We are grateful for their
support and look forward to a long and successful partnership.
We would also like to acknowledge the support of both Gymnova and our official Apparel sponsor Milano and thank them
both for their ongoing commitment to Scottish Gymnastics.

fitness scotland
Over the past 9 months, Fitness Scotland has continued to grow
its presence across Scotland delivering more courses, enhancing
brand awareness and securing new commercial partners.
During the previous year we have been able to increase the

clubs across Scotland. Our communication and marketing

number of assessors and tutors throughout the country. In

has been strengthened through the use of both Facebook

turn, this has led to an increase in the number partnerships

and Twitter, this has been used as a method of engaging

built with Universities, Colleges and Prisons and the

current and prospective candidates. A new website is being

approval of three new outreach centres offering certified

developed to improve communications and services to our

Fitness Scotland education courses. This enhanced

clients and members. It will also build brand awareness

market presence has allowed our organisation to increase

that will help us to increase candidate numbers for our

the number of candidates attending Fitness courses (see

courses. We are committed to developing the latest digital

figures on page 40).

technologies to enhance our candidate experience and to

This growth has been supported by promotional road shows
hosted in local authorities and private health and fitness

put in place a strategy for Fitness Scotland.
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Courses
Fitness Scotland has continued to increase the number of courses that it offers to fitness professionals throughout
Scotland. This year we have successfully piloted two new courses – Yoga and Ante & Post Natal, both of which proved
successful.
We have seen a growth of 7.8% of candidates attending our courses and workshops.

Course Title

No. of candidates
attending (2012/13)

No. of candidates
attending (2013/14)

66

62

Level 2 Exercise & Fitness Knowledge (Distance Learning)
Level 2 Exercise & Fitness Knowledge Course

48

48

Level 2 Gym Instructor

130

152

Level 2 ETM

29

33

Level 2 Precision Cycling

5

37

Level 2 Step Instructor

5

0

Level 2 Water Based Exercise

10

0

Dance Fitness Workshop

0

12

Day of Dance

10

15

Level 2 Instructing Physical Activity & Exercise for Children

4

28

Level 3 PT

18

22

Level 3 Training outdoors environment

35

0

Level 3 Diploma in Yoga

0

10

Level 3 Ante & Post Natal

0

8

First Aid

21

15

Workshop / CPD delivery

45

17

426

459 (7.8% growth)

TOTAL ATTENDANCES

Partnerships
Fitness Scotland has welcomed new commercial partnerships to enhance the candidate’s education and self development
pathways and look forward to growth within the fitness commercial market. Partnerships developed in 2013/14 are as follows:
Anytime Leisure

Edinburgh University

St Andrews University

New Lanarkshire College

Livingwell Health Clubs

Tabata

Energie Health and Fitness

Boggie Bounce

Power Hoop
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Corporate Social Responsibility
Scottish Gymnastics endorses the principal of sports equality and
will strive to ensure that everyone that wishes to be involved in
gymnastics can be assured of an environment in which their rights,
dignity and individual worth are respected and in particular that
they are able to enjoy their participation within gymnastics without
the threat of intimidation, victimisation, harassment or abuse.
Equality

Work to strengthen our partnerships with Local Authorities

The principle of Sports Equality goes further than simply

and Leisure Trusts continues. Relocating to Caledonia

complying with legislation. It entails taking positive steps

House has certainly been a positive move, enabling links to

to counteract the effects of physical or cultural barriers –

be made with other SGB’s and agencies such as Scottish

whether real or perceived, which restrict the opportunity

Sports Association. Sharing good practice and making

for all sections of the community to participate equally

new contacts is invaluable.

and fully.

As Scottish Gymnastics continues to strengthen our

Scottish Gymnastics will therefore seek to institute support

activity around safeguarding we have made a number of

or contribute to appropriate measures or initiatives

changes to safeguarding courses this year:

that enable access to gymnastics and participation an
associated activity by people from any group that is underrepresented in the sport or has difficulty accessing it.

Safeguarding and Protecting Children – Has been
reviewed with the age requirement for attendance
lowered to 16 years.

Scottish Gymnastics has made excellent progress this

Safe in Your Hands - Good practice for the young coach/

year and is aiming to achieve the Intermediate level of the

helper, age requirement for attendance is now 14 & 15

Equality Act by September 2014.

years.
Safeguarding 2 (SG 2) – Has been finalised with courses

Gymnastics in a Safe Environment

now on offer across all regions.

Creating the right environment for the participation in and

Safe Gym for All - course has now been dropped. The

enjoyment of our sport will always remain a high priority for

Safeguarding element of this course has been added

Scottish Gymnastics. We will continue to implement and

to SG 2, which leaves PVG and Safe Recruitment as a

develop policies and procedures in parallel with appropriate

standalone module.

education and training initiatives which are clear, concise

PVG/Recruitment - Workshop has been updated to take

and relevant. Our clubs and coaches must be well prepared

account of current PVG legislation and recruitment.

and equipped to deal with the many differing and sometimes

PVG workshops will continue to be delivered across all

challenging situations they may encounter.

regions.
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PVG Legislation
PVG retrospective checking process passed its first
anniversary in October 2013 which means we have only
17 months left in which to ensure that everyone working
within our clubs (volunteer or paid) who meets the
requirements under the PVG legislation, is a member of

Safeguarding Course Statistics
By Location
Region

No’s of courses

West

13

East

7

Tayside & Fife

6

the PVG Scheme.
We are, at the moment, well on course to ensure
completion of all retrospective checking before the
deadline date of October 2015.

Gymfest Safeguarding Clinic
To ensure display gymnastics continues to be delivered
in safe and effective way, prior to Gymfest Irvine, Scottish
Gymnastics ran a question and answer session as part of
the Sports Acrobatic level 3 module at the Easter school.

Grampian

5

Highlands

3

Central

1

Dumfries

1

By Course
No’s of
courses

No’s of
attendees

Safe in Your Hands

3

56

Acrobatic balances. This session was a great success and

Safeguarding and Protecting

22

322

the aim going forward is to build on this success and offer

SG 2

7

98

CPD clinics concentrating on balances in display routines,

PVG Workshops

4

24

This was aimed specifically at coaches and clubs
performing display routines at Gymfest which included

throughout the regions.

Safeguarding Courses
The number of course and attendees on safeguarding
courses delivered by Scottish Gymnastics continues
to grow year on year. This year Scottish Gymnastics
delivered 35+ safeguarding courses with 500 candidates in
attendance.

Course
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Board Update
The Scottish Gymnastics Board has continued to put in place
measures to further strengthen the governance of the association.

Scott Harper
Chairman

Brian Samson
CEO/Secretary

Keir Stewart
Technical Director Olympic Disciplines

Adele Tolometti
Finance Director

Phil Langstaff
General Director

Oliver Barsby
General Director

Patricia Swan
General Director

Kevin Pringle
General Director
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New Board Members
We have added two new board members, Patricia Swan who
has a leading role in Garioch Gymnastics Club and Kevin
Pringle who is currently CEO at Basketball Scotland.

Conduct in Sport Panel
A review of the Associations disciplinary procedures has
resulted in the development of a Conduct in Sport Code and
the setting up of an independent Conduct in Sport Panel.
This was approved by the Board at its July meeting.
The Conduct in Sport Code sets down rules and procedures
to ensure the Association complies with natural justice

The Panel comprises 3 Non-Executive Directors: Phil
Langstaff, Adele Tomeletti and Oliver Barsby who provide
regular updates to the Board. The Panel is currently
overseeing the legislative requirements of Pension Autoenrollment, which needs to be in place for all staff by 1st
June 2015, and re-establishing a formal Performance
Management Process across the SG. The Panel has also
developed and agreed a Strategic Scorecard of Chairperson
Performance Measures which covers both the “what’s
and how’s” of the Chairperson’s performance including
formal feedback from the Board and CEO. The Chair of the
Panel with the SG Chairperson will review measures on a 6
monthly basis culminating in a formal annual review.

when it conducts its hearings and that decisions are made
in a fair, consistent, impartial, independent and expeditious

Self-Assessment Development Audit

manner.

A self-assessment development audit of Scottish Gymnastics

The independent Conduct in Sport Panel has delegated

was conducted by KPMG on behalf of sportscotland during
May and June. A substantial number of governing bodies

power to act in the name of the Association through its
Conduct Committees and Appeals Committees. It will hear
and determine conduct issues where a complaint against
an SG member has been made that comes within the
jurisdiction of the Conduct in Sport Code.

Remuneration & Nominations Panel
The Panel was established in December 2013 to be
accountable for the setting and monitoring of overall
pay policy and remuneration levels across Scottish
Gymnastics, especially in relation to the Chairperson
and Senior Management. The Panel also leads on the
selection approach and interview process for selection of
all new Board Appointments and Senior Management roles
reporting into the Chairperson or CEO. To date the Panel
has led on the appointment of the Chairperson, CEO and the
two Heads of Development and Education & Pathways.

were audited in preparation for sportscotland’s new 2015-19
funding cycle. It is external process which comprised KPMG
evaluating all major governance and management policies
and procedures. It covered eight areas including financial
management, governance, risk management, planning and
reporting, and human resources.
Scottish Gymnastics achieved a ‘Satisfactory (with
comments)’ result. This means that while there are areas
to be addressed both in the short and medium term, there
were no critical or high priority issues identified that posed
public investment, outcome delivery and/or reputational risk
to sportscotland. This is a very positive outcome and the
audit was a constructive exercise for the Board and staff.
A draft prioritised action plan was produced in conjunction
with KPMG which was received in late July and will be fully
implemented following Board approval.
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Business Review
A main priority for the Board is to provide a strong financial base for the Association’s activities and following a period of
two years where reserves significantly reduced, the 9 month period to March 31st 2014, showed a small trading profit of
approximately £37,000, before depreciation and losses on the sale of fixed assets reduced this to £13,165. This is despite
some of Scottish Gymnastics most profitable activities such as Gymfest not taking place within the shortened financial period
and one off exceptional costs related to the relocation of the office from Stirling University to South Gyle.
Changes in the way we deal with the accounting of Membership Income, from a receipt basis to an accrual basis, has
impacted once again on the Association’s reserves, but given that our Membership Year and our financial year are now 6
months out of sync, it is impractical not to make these appropriate adjustments. In practical terms we were not making
provision for the cost of providing services to members for a large part of the membership period. This has now been
adjusted, with 50% of Membership income being carried forward to the next financial year.
Moving forward the Board will continue to look to provide more cost effective services for members in order to strengthen our
financial position and grow our reserves to a more appropriate level.

Where our funding comes from

What we spend it on

Affiliations

21%

£244,294

Gymnastics Activity

46%

£527,818

Grants /Sponsorship

46%

£543,227

Staff

40%

£461,506

Commercial

33%

£397,404

Overheads/Other

14%

£159,784

Total

£1,184,925

Total

£1,149,108
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The following charts provides detail related to Scottish Gymnastics Income and expenditure over the over the last 5 years.

Income from Membership
2009/10
Clubs

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14*

£9,620

£10,205

£10,595

£10,465

£10,465

Competitive
Gymnasts

£43,996

£46,852

£49,232

£56,236

£60,622

Recreational
Gymnasts

£119,657

£135,274

£153,150

£186,130

£191,454

£20,265

£20,865

£22,021

£22,179

£23,017

£5,475

£5,225

£5,100

£4,750

£4,750

Other

£14,156

£32,335

£26,147

£24,605

£16,569

Total

£213,169

£250,756

£266,245

£304,365

£306,877

Coaches/Judges
Schools

*Based on full year receipts before prior year adjustments for comparison purposes
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Detailed Income Profile
2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

Affiliation Fees

£213,169

£250,756

£266,245

£304,365

£244,294

Grant Aid

£874,366

£834,375

£790,900

£529,743

£496,833

Competition and
Training

£169,809

£131,100

£170,609

£223,678

£178,401

Education/
Courses

£212,628

£291,344

£356,789

£311,106

£234,635

Gymfest

£50,029

£60,542

£59,466

£72,398

£16,086

Other Income

£24,094

£13,325

£20,040

£15,980

£14,676

£1,544,095

£1,581,442

£1,664,049

£1,457,270

£1,184,925

Total
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Detailed Expenditure Profile*
2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

Competition
& Training

£276,521

£224,578

£335,655

£404,204

£250,495

Gymfest

£34,310

£40,977

£42,958

£50,666

£5,778

Education/
Courses

£194,663

£227,222

£245,524

£212,168

£169,174

Insurance

£35,367

£57,907

£62,183

£67,891

£56,567

Establishment
Costs

£116,996

£119,893

£129,075

£111,831

£62,131

Staff Costs and
Admin Expenses

£673,057

£658,141

£696,720

£604,064

£482,026

Legal and
Professional
Fees

£15,296

£15,989

£56,580

£71,292

£46,611

Affiliations

£32,218

£33,896

£36,591

£36,929

£26,875

Other Costs
Total

£3,667

£6,339

£5,725

£4,218

£4,9451

£1,382,095

£1,384,942

£1,611,011

£1,563,263

£1,149,108

*Excludes depreciation and adjustments on fixed assets
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Report of the Directors
The directors present their report with the financial statements
of the company for the period 1 July 2013 to 31 March 2014.
Principal Activity

Directors

The principal activity of the company

The directors shown below have

Other changes in directors holding office
are as follows:

in the period under review was that of

held office during the whole of the

N A Logan - resigned 8 October 2013

advancing, encouraging and promoting

period from 1 July 2013 to the date

K J Pringle - appointed 16 December 2013

gymnastics in Scotland.

of this report.
S Harper
P M Langstaff

Mrs P Swan - appointed 16 December 2013
Mrs R A Tolometti
K Stewart

O Barsby	B Samson

This report has been prepared in
accordance with the special provisions
of Part 15 of the Companies Act 2006
relating to small companies.

ACCOUNTS

Mrs R A Tolometti, Director

31 August 2014

Income and Expenditure Account
For the Period 1 July 2013 to 31 March 2014

Notes

Period 1.7.13 to 31.3.14

INCOME - GENERAL

Year Ended 30.6.13

£1,184,925

Expenditure - Direct Costs

£527,818

Expenditure - Overheads

£703,933

+ £644,820

OPERATING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

2

Interest receivable and similar income
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) ON ORDINARY

£1,457,269
+ £926,644

£1,172,638

£1,630,577

= £12,287

= £(173,308)

£1,097

£345

= £13,384

= £(172,963)

£219

£69

£13,165

£(173,032)

3

ACTIVITIES BEFORE TAXATION
Tax on surplus/(deficit) on ordinary activities
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR

Statement of Total Recognised Gains and Losses
For the Period 1 July 2013 to 31 March 2014

Notes

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) FOR THE

Period 1.7.13 to 31.3.14

Year Ended 30.6.13

£13,165

£(173,032)

£13,165

£(173,032)

FINANCIAL PERIOD
TOTAL RECOGNISED GAINS AND LOSSES
RELATING TO THE PERIOD
Prior year adjustment

4

£(76,094)

Total gains and losses recognised
since last annual report

£(62,929)
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Balance Sheet
For the Period 1 July 2013 to 31 March 2014

Notes

2014

2013

FIXED ASSETS
Tangible assets

5

£95,221

£59,610

Investments

6

+ £1

+ £1

= £95,222

= £59,611

CURRENT ASSETS
Stocks
Debtors

7

Cash at bank and in hand

   £12,860

    £7,423

+ £272,575

+ £115,241

+ £276,315

+ £176,935

= £561,750

= £299,599

CREDITORS
Amounts falling due within one year

8

£511,087

NET CURRENT ASSETS
TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES

£150,396
£50,663

£149,203

£145,885

£208,814

RESERVES
Other reserves

10

£20,537

£20,537

Income and expenditure account

10

£125,348

£188,277

= £145,885

= £208,814

The company is entitled to exemption from audit under Section 477 of the Companies Act 2006 for the period ended 31
March 2014.
The members have not required the company to obtain an audit of its financial statements for the period ended 31 March
2014 in accordance with Section 476 of the Companies Act 2006.
The directors acknowledge their responsibilities for:
(a) ensuring that the company keeps accounting records which comply with Sections 386 and 387 of the Companies Act
2006 and
(b) preparing financial statements which give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the company as at the end
of each financial year and of its surplus or deficit for each financial year in accordance with the requirements of
Sections 394 and 395 and which otherwise comply with the requirements of the Companies Act 2006 relating to
financial statements, so far as applicable to the company.
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the special provisions of Part 15 of the Companies Act
2006 relating to small companies and with the Financial Reporting Standard for Smaller Entities (effective April 2008).
The financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors on 31 August 2014 and were signed on its behalf by:
Mrs R A Tolometti, Director
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Notes to the
Financial Statements
1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Accounting convention

Stocks

The financial statements have been prepared under the

Stocks are valued at the lower of cost and net realisable

historical cost convention and in accordance with the

value, after making due allowance for obsolete and slow

Financial Reporting Standard for Smaller Entities
(effective April 2008).

Income - general
Income consists of affiliation fees, grant income and sales of
goods and services, net of value added tax, all of which are
accounted for on an accruals basis.

Tangible fixed assets
Depreciation is provided at the following annual rates in
order to write off each asset over its estimated useful life.

moving items.
Pension costs and other post-retirement benefits
The company operates a defined contribution pension
scheme. Contributions payable to the company’s pension
scheme are charged to the profit and loss account in the
period to which they relate.

Fixed asset investments
Fixed asset investments are stated at cost less any
provision for diminution in value.

Plant and machinery etc - 33% on cost and at variable rates
on reducing balance

2. OPERATING SURPLUS
The operating surplus (2013 - operating deficit) is stated after charging:
For the Period 1 July 2013 to 31 March 2014

Period 1.7.13 to 31.3.14

Year Ended 30.6.13

£19,883

£13,903

Loss on disposal of fixed assets

£3,647

-

Pension costs

£1,618

£1,836

-

-

Depreciation - owned assets

Directors’ remuneration and other benefits etc
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3. TAXATION
Analysis of the tax charge
The tax charge on the deficit on ordinary activities for the period was as follows:
For the Period 1 July 2013 to 31 March 2014

Period 1.7.13 to 31.3.14

Year Ended 30.6.13

Current tax: UK corporation tax

£219

£69

Tax on surplus/(deficit) on ordinary activities

£219

£69

4. PRIOR YEAR ADJUSTMENT
Up to and including the year ended 30 June 2013, income from affiliation fees was accounted for on a receipts
basis. From 1 July 2013, income has been accounted for on an accruals basis. This change in accounting policy
has given rise to a prior period adjustment in the period ended 31 March 2014. The effect of this adjustment, in
comparison to the figures which would have been reported if affiliation fees had continued to be accounted for
on a receipts basis, has been to reduce accumulated reserves as at 1 July 2013 by £76,091 and to reduce income
from affiliation fees in the period ended 31 March 2014 by £73,076.

5. TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
Sports equipment

Fixtures and fittings

Computer equipment

Totals

£74,431

£19,542

£45,469

£139,442

£4,794

£28,822

£25,527

£59,143

COST
At 1 July 2013
Additions
Disposals

-

£(12,930)

£(1,466)

£(14,396)

£79,225

£35,434

£69,530

£184,189

£36,994

£12,880

£29,958

£79,832

£4,022

£4,775

£11,086

£19,883

-

£(9,281)

£(1,466)

£(10,747)

£41,016

£8,374

£39,578

£88,968

At 31 March 2014

£38,209

£27,060

£29,952

£95,221

At 30 June 2013

£37,437

£6,662

£15,511

£59,610

At 31 March 2014
DEPRECIATION
At 1 July 2013
Charge for period
Eliminated on disposal
At 31 March 2014
NET BOOK VALUE
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6. FIXED ASSET INVESTMENTS
Shares in group undertakings
COST
At 1 July 2013 and 31 March 2014

£1

NET BOOK VALUE
At 31 March 2014

£1

At 30 June 2013

£1

The company’s investments at the balance sheet date in the share capital of companies include the following:
Gymnastics Scotland Ltd Nature of business: Dormant
Holding

2014

2013

£1

£1

CLASS OF SHARES
Ordinary

100%

Aggregate capital and reserves

7. DEBTORS
2014

2013

Amounts falling due within one year:
Trade debtors

£85,620

Other debtors

£186,414

£60,465
£53,252
= £272,034

= £113,717

£541

£1,524

£272,575

£115,241

Amounts falling due after more than one year:
Trade debtors
AGGREGATE AMOUNTS

8. CREDITORS: AMOUNTS FALLING DUE WITHIN ONE YEAR
2014

2013

Bank loans and overdrafts

   £2,496

Trade creditors

£147,719

£37,526

Taxation and social security

   £6,728

     £69

Other creditors

       -

£354,144

£112,801
= £511,087

= £150,396
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9. OPERATING LEASE COMMITMENTS
2014

2013

Expiring:
Within one year

      -

£17,817

Between one and five years

£36,554

£172,711

£2,660

       -

In more than five years

= £39,214

= £190,528

10. RESERVES
Income and

Other reserves

Totals

expenditure account
At 1 July 2013

£188,277

£20,537

£208,814

Prior year adjustment

£(76,094)

-

£(76,094)

£112,183

-

£132,720

£13,165

-

£13,165

£125,348

£20,537

£145,885

2014

2013

-

£12,500

Surplus for the period
At 31 March 2014

11. CAPITAL COMMITMENTS

Contracted but not provided for in the financial statements

12. RELATED PARTY DISCLOSURES
S Harper
Director
S Harper received fees of £4,166 in respect of his position as Chair of the Board of Directors.
No other payments are made to directors other than the reimbursement of expenses.

13. LIMITED BY GUARANTEE
The company is limited by guarantee. Every member of the association undertakes to contribute a maximum of £1 in the
event of it being wound up.
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Chartered Accountants’ Report to the Board of Directors on the
Unaudited Financial Statements of The Scottish Gymnastics Association
In order to assist you to fulfil your duties under the

of Scotland as detailed at http://www.icas.org.uk/
accountspreparationguidance. To the fullest extent permitted
by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone
other than the company and its Board of Directors, as a body,
for our work or for this report.

Companies Act 2006, we have prepared for your approval
the financial statements of The Scottish Gymnastics
Association for the period ended 31 March 2014 which
comprise the Income and Expenditure Account, the
Balance Sheet, and the related notes from the company’s

It is your duty to ensure that The Scottish Gymnastics
Association has kept adequate accounting records and to
prepare statutory financial statements that give a true and
fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and
profit of The Scottish Gymnastics Association. You consider
that The Scottish Gymnastics Association is exempt from
the statutory audit requirement for the period.

accounting records and from information and explanations
you have given us.
As a practising member firm of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Scotland, we are subject to its ethical and
other professional requirements which are detailed at
http://www.icas.org.uk/accountspreparationguidance.
This report is made solely to the Board of Directors of The
Scottish Gymnastics Association, as a body, in accordance
with our terms of engagement. Our work has been
undertaken solely to prepare for your approval the financial
statements of The Scottish Gymnastics Association
and state those matters that we have agreed to state
to the Board of Directors of The Scottish Gymnastics
Association, as a body, in this report in accordance with
the requirements of the Institute of Chartered Accountants

We have not been instructed to carry out an audit or a review
of the financial statements of The Scottish Gymnastics
Association. For this reason, we have not verified the accuracy
or completeness of the accounting records or information and
explanations you have given to us and we do not, therefore,
express any opinion on the statutory financial statements.
Jeffrey Crawford & Co, Chartered Accountants
25 Castle Terrace, Edinburgh EH1 2ER
31 August 2014

Detailed income and expenditure account
The following does not form part of the statutory financial statements.
For the Period 1 July 2013 to 31 March 2014

Period 1.7.13 to 31.3.14

Year Ended 30.6.13

Income
Membership fees

£244,294

£304,365

Funding and sponsorship

£476,068

£530,923

Competitions and events

£143,077

£226,570

Education / courses

£234,635

£320,419

Performance

£67,159

£60,001

Other income

£19,692

£14,991
= £1,184,925

= £1,457,269

Distribution costs
Competitions and events

£123,399

£203,607

Education / courses

£169,174

£219,754

Performance

£127,096

£201,215

Insurance

£55,768

£63,117

Other direct costs

£52,381

£16,240
£525,818

£703,933

= £657,107

= £753,336
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For the Period 1 July 2013 to 31 March 2014

Period 1.7.13 to 31.3.14

Year Ended 30.6.13

Establishment costs
Insurance

    £799

£5,577

Rent and rates

£15,116

£35,041

Telephone, postage and stationery

£19,262

£35,311

Advertising and promotions

    £272

£3,923

£26,682

£35,451

Office expenses

£62,131

£115,303

= £594,976

= £638,033

Administrative expenses
Wages

£422,797

£629,655

Pensions

  £1,618

  £1,836

Staff costs

£37,091

£42,080

Board expenses

£13,266

  £8,714

Repairs and renewals

    £105

    £121

Sundry expenses

  £8,816

£13,258

Accountancy and bookkeeping

  £4,924

  £9,298

£40,020

£48,846

Legal and professional

£528,637

£753,808

= £66,339

= £(115,775)

Selling and marketing
Bad debts

-

BGA/Other affiliations

£26,875

  £4,218
£35,928
£26,875

£40,146

= £39,464

= (£155,921)

Finance costs
Bank charges

£3,647

£3,484
£(159,405)
= £35,817

= £(159,405)

Depreciation
Depreciation sports equipment

£4,022

£7,919

Fixtures and fittings

£4,775

£1,175

Computer equipment

£11,086

£4,809
£19,833

£13,903

= £15,934

= £(173,308)

Loss on disposal of fixed assets
Fixtures and fittings

£3,647

-

= £12,287

= £(173,308)

£1,097

£345

= £13,384

= £(172,963)

Finance income
Deposit account interest
NET profit
This page does not form part of the statutory financial statements
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Marketing Manager
Michael O’Donnell
Design
The Write People for Design Ltd
Photography
PSB photography,
John Homes photography,
Tom Ross photography
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